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Budapest, October 09, 2020 

 

Hungary is one of the most efficient country in Europe in the context of 
environment protection 
 
Hungary is one of the most efficient country in Europe in the context of environment 
protection and will fulfil its obligations regarding emission reduction – said Minister for 
Innovation and Technology of Hungary at the Budapest Climate Summit last Friday.  
 

László Palkovics stated that Hungary will reduce its CO2 emissions with 40% by 2030, as 

committed.  

95% decrease as planned by 2050 is also achievable with investments in the amount of HUF 

50 thousand billion. The same can be achieved on the EU level too, but only in case all member 

states manage 40% decrease within 10 years, he added.  

Minister foresees an even better scenario, considering that emission levels in Hungary are 

currently 33% lower than 30 years before, despite the economic boom experienced recently. 

Efficient measures guarantee sustainable development, says László Palkovics. 

Due to the coronavirus pandemic climate protection receives less attention from the public, but 

the government continues to fulfil its obligations under these conditions. Climate legislation is 

active, strategies are being implemented, the clean development strategy is scheduled to be 

finalized by the end of the year, electric buses are purchased, new tenders are to be launched 

for electric vehicles and emerging regions will be incentivized to install solar panels for 

household usage.  

90% of domestic energy generation will be carbon-free, but nuclear energy is necessary to 

achieve this in Hungary and in Europe too, said László Palkovics.  
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He added that the most critical issue regarding nuclear plants, i.e. nuclear waste disposal may 

become easier, as according to Hungarian researches it may be possible that with laser 

transmutation heat panels shall not be stored for thousands of years. Frans Timmermans, 

Executive Vice-President of the European Commission responsible for the European Green 

Deal welcomed the event online. He claimed that the turnaround in sustainability is not a 

question anymore, but the key to the future of the mankind.   

According to Frans Timmermans growth must be considered separately from unlimited energy 

consumption, which should be the main question of the transformation. The solutions are 

available, and Europe should set a good example to the world in achieving the climate targets, 

he said.  

The EU high-ranking officer warned on crucial environmental consequences, which are to 

come in the close future, as we all face the signs already today. Facts cannot be ignored, and 

the young generation is already fighting on the streets for its future – said Frans Timmermans.  

 

The original press release in Hungarian is available at:  
https://www.kormany.hu/hu/innovacios-es-technologiai-miniszterium/hirek/magyarorszag-a-
leghatekonyabb-kornyezetvedok-koze-tartozik-europaban  
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